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SEC II 

CP 375 New Definition for Template, 

E. Templates - A preset 4E compliant, five-paragraph document that a planner will adjust, as 

allowed, creating a Work Item Specification  for single or multiple ship classes which 

documents maintenance requirements tasked on validated Work Notifications.  Templates 

standardize the development of repetitive Work Item Specifications for both Life Cycle and 

Corrective Maintenance.  Additionally, templates increase the speed of planning by providing 

a reliable starting point for Work Item development which utilizes approved standard 

phrasing, standard formatting, appropriate references, and historically based Front Loads. 

CP 456 Admin, deleted “Work”, 

 1. Standard Work Templates (SWTs) - Templates that are prepared for specific repairs, 

alterations, or to provide support for work frequently occurring in ship repair utilized across ship 

classes. 

CP 457 Admin, deleted “Work”, 

2. Class Standard Work Templates (CSWTs) - Templates that are prepared for specific   | 

repairs, alterations, or to provide support for work frequently occurring in ship repair utilized on 

a specific class of ship. 

CP 458 Admin, deleted “templates”, 

3. Local Work Templates (LWTs) - Work items that are prepared to provide instruction or 

support for work frequently occurring in ship repair that is unique to a specific geographic 

location. 

CP 459 Admin, deleted “Work”, 

5.  Master Specification Work Templates (MSWTs) – Templates that are prepared to ensure full 

completion of specific Mandatory Technical Requirements (MTRs) within the Class 

Maintenance Plan (CMP) utilized on a specific class of ship. 

SEC VII 

CP 157 5.b Delete last two sentences of subparagraph b:  "Likewise, Class 5 fits studs should not 

be removed from thier setting unless necessary due to damanged threads or incorrect length.  

Replaced stud thread protrusion must be a minimum of one full thread and not more than 10 full 

threads beyond the nut face."  The reason for the deletion of these two sentences is because the 

NSI covers this requirement and if 009-84 requirement changes, then someone would have to 

know that the same requirement would need to be removed from 4E.  
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CP 304 B.2.b (1) Added Verbiage on the use of Ships Class Booklet for compartment 

nomenclature, 

 (1) Subparagraph 1.2.1 - A compartment designation must be listed when applicable.  

Compartment nomenclature used in this subparagraph must be obtained from the Ship’s 

Booklet of General Plans (BGP) or Booklet of Deck Plans (BDP), as appropriate for class of 

ship and validated during a Ship Check.  Appropriate amplifying location of work information 

e.g., deck, frame and longitudinal designations, must be used when a concise and explicit 

location can be readily identified.  Examples are as follows but are not all inclusive: 

CP 305 Admin Added CH-505 to Example 2.3, 

2.3 S9086-RK-STM-010 CH-505 Rev 5/CH-505, Piping Systems 

CP 306 Added new paragraph B.3.l, 

l. Selected Record Drawings (SRDs) identified within the applicable Ships Drawing Index 

(SDI) must be considered for use as references within a Work Item.  SRDs have the advantage 

of being regularly reviewed and updating by the assigned Ship Class Planning Yard.  SRDs 

are therefore generally more reflective of a ship's current configuration.  Non-SRDs and 

Installation DWGs can be used, but must be thoroughly ship checked to ensure adequacy. 

CP 307 Added clarification to 4. Notes, 

5. Paragraph 4 of the Work Item must always be NOTES and must contain information or 

explanations that do not lend themselves to inclusion in the REQUIREMENTS.  These notes 

must not place requirements on the contractor and will not establish production work linkages 

of one Work Item to another within a Work Package (e.g. "Work in conjunction with ___."). 

CP 462 Added ATP, 

(1) PCPs must be written for all non-nuclear surface ship systems and equipment listed in the 

most current version of CNRMC Instruction 4700.5_ Series (Guidance and Policy for Surface 

Ship Critical Systems and other Work Requiring Process Control Procedures (PCP) or 

Government Approved Technical Procedures (ATP)). 

CP 308 New Dos and Don’ts, 

DON'T link Work Package Work Items through statements within Work Items (e.g. 

"Work in conjunction with ___."). 

CP 309 New Paragraph 12, 
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12. Do not establish production work linkages of one Work Item to another within a Work 

Package.  Such linkages can complicate the orderly solicitation, execution and administration 

of a Ship Repair and Modernization Contract. 

CP 580 Added multiple to Dos and Don’ts Section, 

DO  use the phrase "as designated by the SUPERVISOR" when providing Front Loads 

(accomplishing a defined quantity of a specific task) or Level of Effort (LOE) Growth 

Reservations (providing a number of man-days and material dollars) to accomplish 

anticipated not clearly defined repairs as follows: 

 

   a. DO use an inspection and required contractor furnished reports when "as 

designated by the SUPERVISOR" is used to provide the medium for the SUPERVISOR to 

issue specific written designations for the contract record.  

   b. DO use and issue specific written designations, normally in response to 

contractor furnished reports, when "as designated by the SUPERVISOR" to document the 

authorized designations for the contract record. 

 

   c. DO use, maintain, and retain a written ledger of specific written designations 

when "as designated by the SUPERVISOR" to document the authorized designations for the 

contract record. 

 

 DO use the phrase "when directed by the SUPERVISOR" if the start date for a Front 

Load statement (accomplishing a defined quantity of a specific task) or a Level of Effort 

(LOE) Growth Reservation statement (providing a number of man-days and material dollars) 

is not known as follows: 

 

a. DO use an inspection and required contractor furnished reports when "when 

directed by the SUPERVISOR” is used to provide the medium for the 

SUPERVISOR to issue specific written designations for the contract record.  

 

b. DO use and issue specific written designations, normally in response to 

contractor furnished reports, when "when directed by the SUPERVISOR" to 

document the authorized designations for the contract record. 
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   c. DO use, maintain, and retain a written ledger of specific written designations 

when "when directed by the SUPERVISOR" to document the authorized designations for the 

contract record. 

 

 DO  follow local NSA Technical Authority Review and Approval policies for Contractor 

Reports, LOE growth reservations, and Contract Changes. 

DON’T  use oral designations for the contract record when "as designated by the 

SUPERVISOR" or "when directed by the SUPERVISOR" are used. Oral designations do not 

provide binding contractual documentation. Oral designations may constitute an unauthorized 

constructive change to the contract. 

Annex – A 

Added Both 009-05 Temporary Access; accomplish and 009-88 Collection, Holding and 

Transfer (CHT) and Motor Gasoline(MOGAS) Tanks, Spaces, and Piping, including Sewage or 

MOGAS-Contaminated Tanks, Spaces, and Piping; certify, both were changed to CAT  I with 

invoking guidance of; Invoke for all solicitations.  Not applicable to boats and craft 65 feet and 

less in length. 

A-Phraseology 

Deleted from A-Phraseology 009-05 and 009-88 they were both changed to CAT I 

CP 376 Deleted from A25b Maintain test pressure for 15 minutes for temperature stabilization 

prior to start of test. Hold test pressure for 10 minutes., 

CP 463 Added “CRANE” to A83a,b, Note, 

USE 009-09 PHRASEOLOGY IF A PROCESS CONTROL PROCEDURE (PCP) FOR 

FABRICATION OF CRANE WIRE ROPE ASSEMBLIES IS REQUIRED FOR THIS WORK 

ITEM 

B- Phraseology 

CP 303 New B54a, and b, 

NOTE:  B15a MUST BE A SUBPARAGRAPH TO  

B54a. 

Accomplish a pre-repair unobstructed flow test for each deck drain located in 1.2. 

NOTE:  PRE REPAIR UNOBSTRUCTED FLOW TEST 
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B54a 

Accomplish a post-repair unobstruced flow test for each deck drain located in 1.2. No 

obstruction allowed. 

NOTE:  POST REPAIR UNOBSTRUCTED FLOW TEST 

B54b 

Pre and Post Repair testing for unobstructed flow of deck drain piping would add upfront cost 

to the project but would also ensure there isn't a question of responsibility for a deck drain 

which becomes obstructed during execution of a Work Item.    

CP 464 Admin corrected title, 

B44b-B44d MUST BE SUBPARAGRAPHS TO B44a.FOR REFERENCE USE S6430-AE-

TED-010, TECHNICAL MANUAL FOR PIPING DEVICES AND FLEXIBLE HOSE 

ASSEMBLIES 

B44a-d 

CP 557 Deleted “s” from “condition” in B44a. 

D-Phraseology 

CP 560 Reworded D24, 

Vee-out and weld a total of___  linear feet of each deteriorated and damaged weld.  Each area of 

repair may include deck, bulkhead, shell plating, and overhead of each space located in 1.2.  

D24 

CP 465 Fixed Color nomenclature, 

    Miscellaneous, Gloss, Bone White, Color No. 17886 of 2.__, MIL-PRF-24635 

    Brilliant Yellow, Color of 2.__, MIL-PRF-24635 

    Red, Gloss, OSHA Safety Red/DoT Highway Red, Color No. 11105 of 2.__, MIL-PRF-24635 

    Green, Gloss, Deep Green,Color No. 14062 of 2.__, MIL-PRF-24635 

    Miscellaneous, Gloss, OHSA Black, ANA 515, 622, Color No. 17038 of 2.__, MIL-PRF-

24635 

    Blue, Gloss, Light Blue, Color No. 15200 of 2.__, MIL-PRF-24635 

F-Phraseology 
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CP 466 Admin, 

Remove existing and install new each conductor identification sleeving conforming to SAE- 

AS23053, Class I, white, marked with indelible ink. 

G-Phraseology 

CP 467 Added temperature to Not for G10a, 

FOR REFERENCE USE 804-1385781, HANGERS, PIPE, FOR SURFACE SHIPS 

TEMPERATURE TO 425 °F. 

CP 563 Added verbiage to accomplish alignment during 'Strain-Free' requirements, and 

adjustment of the 1st or adjacent hanger to equipment during the repair process,  

Align the piping to each.  Piping must be supported independently and must not impose a strain. 

Accomplishment of alignment by adjustment of the first adjacent hanger is to be considered 

within the scope of the work. 

G9a 

Align the piping to each.  Piping must be supported independently and must not impose a strain 

on the equipment. Accomplishment of alignment by first adjustment of the adjacent hanger is 

to be considered within the scope of the work. 

G9b 

 


